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Abstract

Previous mechanical studies concerning cut-out of lag screws for pertrochanteric hip fractures have relied on static or dynamic
uniaxial loading regimens to induce construct failure by varus collapse and superior cut-out. However, the hip is loaded in a multiplanar, dynamic manner during normal gait. We designed a hip implant performance simulator (HIPS) system to evaluate lag
screw cut-out under multiplanar loading representative of normal gait. Five surrogate pertrochanteric fracture specimens with
lag screw fixation were loaded up to 20,000 cycles using a biaxial rocking motion (BRM) gait simulation protocol. Anothpr five
specimens were loaded using a standard uniaxial loading protocol. The BRM loading group exhibited combined varus collapse
(5.4 ? 2.9") and backward rotation (7.2 2.8"). The uniaxial loading group exhibited four times less varus collapse (1.4 f 1.1")
as compared to the BRM group, and only negligible rotation. For correlation of lag screw migration in surrogate specimens to that
in native bone, six human cadaveric specimens were subjected to BRM loading. The degree of varus collapse (8.5 ? 7.7") and rotation (7.2 & 6.4") in cadaveric specimens were comparable to that in surrogate specimens, with the surrogate specimens showing significantly less variability. The results demonstrate that accounting for clinically realistic multiplanar loading vectors significantly
affects implant migration, and therefore should be considered when evaluating the fixation strength of hip screw implants.
0 2005 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
The incidence of hip fractures in the United States is
near 300,000 annually [37,38], with approximately half
of these fractures being in the pertrochanteric region
[26,28,37]. Dynamic lag screw implants, associated with
either a side plate or nail, are considered the treatment
of choice for fixation of pertrochanteric hip fractures.
Despite the widespread use of these implants, failure
rates in the range of 8-17% remain common [4,10,29,
30,341. The dominant failure mode is migration of the
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lag screw leading to varus collapse and cut-out of the
lag screw from the femoral head [4,5,15]. Lag screw failure is noted to be more common in the unstable pertrochanteric fractures with posteromedial comminution
and those with poor bone quality [18]. In these
instances, the ability of the implant to resist migration
under dynamic loading is of critical importance.
Clinical studies have consistently failed to find significant differences between implant designs with regard to
lag screw cut-out [3,13,35,36]. The clinical incidence of
implant-related cut-out is masked by the high variability
in bone quality, frgcture pattern, quality of reduction,
and implant placement. Contrary, laboratory studies
on cadaveric specimens or foam surrogates have simulated implant migration and cut-out in a controlled
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and reproducible manner [16,17,19-231, albeit under
simplified loading conditions. Early biomechanical
models employed quasi-static axial loading [l 1,1416,
21,32,42], while more recent studies have employed
dynamic axial loading [17,21-23,40,41] to induce
implant migration over time. However, no study to date
has accounted for the multiplanar loading seen by the
hip during level walking. Walking subjects the
implant-bone interface to combined axial and torsional
loading and may play a role in lag screw migration.
Interestingly, simulation of dynamic multiplanar
loading in form of biaxial rocking motion (BRM) has
long been the standard for testing of total hip arthroplasties, but has never been transferred to the realm of lag
screw testing. Therefore, we developed a simulator that
can reproduce the dynamic multiplanar BRM hip forces
seen during level walking to better evaluate lag screw
migration in a pertrochanteric fracture model under
more physiologic loading conditions. This study specifically tested the hypothesis that BRM loading induces
lag screw migration kinematics, which differ significantly
from lag screw migration under dynamic uniaxial loading alone. This evaluation of lag screws under more
physiologic dynamic conditions is essential to better predict lag screw migration resistance in vivo.
Materials and methods
A hip implant performance simulator (HIPS) system was designed
to evaluate lag screw migration in the femoral head using multiplanar
load vectors that simulated level walking. Biaxial rocking motion
(BRM) technology commonly used in hip arthroplasty wear simulators
[2,31] was chosen to simulate dynamic multiplanar loading.
Specimens

Ten surrogate specimens of the femoral head and neck with defined
geometry (50mm diameter head) were custom manufactured using
12.5 pcf cellular polyurethane foam (#1522-11, 4 MPa compressive

strength, 48 MPa E-modulus, Pacific Research Inc., Vashon, WA).
The material properties of these surrogates correspond to the osteoporotic range of human of human cancellous bone (2-21 MPa compressive strength, 5-104 MPa E-modulus) [24,25]. The surrogate specimens
were placed into a 6 mm thick, polished stainless steel shell to provide a
rigid, spherical interface for delivery of dynamic loading. Standard hip
screws (Gamma, 100 mm, Styker Corp., Kalamazoo, MI) with a righthanded thread were inserted into the center of each specimen to a
depth of 50 mm using the manufacturer's recommended instrumentation, yielding an absolute distance of 10 mm between the end of the
lag screw and the femoral head apex. According to Baumgaertner,
[4,5]this correlates with a 20 mm to 32 mm tip-apex distance, depending on whether the steel shell is considered part of the articular layer or
part of the femoral head.
HIPS system
The base fixture of the HIPS system modeled a femoral shaft with
its anatomic axis aligned perpendicular to the horizontal plane (Fig.
la). The proximal aspect of the base fixture was designed to simulate
a pertrochanteric fracture line oriented 40" to the anatomic axis of
the femoral shaft. The lag screw sliding hole in the base fixture precisely replicated the constraints in the Gamma nail, allowing for axial
sliding, but no rotation, of the lag screw. The back plate of the steel
shell had a 40 mm diameter hole to ensure unconstrained shear translation of the lag screw shaft in the femoral neck. This back plate rested
against a polyethylene support (A) attached to the base fixture, reproducing the constraints characteristic for a reduced, but unstable pertrochanteric fracture [12,40]. Specifically, this support simulated
abutment of the fracture surfaces after completion of lag screw sliding,
while still allowing femoral head varus collapse and rotation, as in the
case of an unstable fracture with deficient posteromedial neck support.
Axial load in direction of the lag screw shaft was transmitted through
the steel shell to the polyethylene support (A). The varus moment
around support (A) of M A = F2*d2 - Fl*d, acted through the specimen onto the lag screw, thereby inducing varus collapse.
Loading

BRM, representative for level walking, was produced using concurrent axial loading and rotational displacement controlled by a biaxial
material test system (Instron 8874, Canton, MA) (Fig. lb). A dynamic,
double-peak loading regimen of 1.45 kN peak load, or two times bodyweight, was applied at 1 Hz (Fig. 2) [6].It acted on the steel shell over
an ultra-high-molecular-weight-polyethylene meniscus. This meniscus
effectively resembled an acetabular segment, which moved relative to
the static femoral head in order to resemble joint motion. The meniscus
transmitted only radial forces to the femoral head, since it had a low-

Fig. 1. (a) Cross-sectional view of HIPS setup with lag screw and specimen: (b) HIPS setup, integrated in biaxial loading frame for simulation of gait
cycle loading using biaxial rocking motion; (c) top view of steel shell perpendicular to lag screw shaft, depicting gait-cycle load profile and rotational
moment caused by lag screw migration.
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Subsequently, the proximal femur was osteotomized perpendicular to
the neck axis 60 mm from the apex of the head with a precision circular
saw. Each proximal femur was embedded i i t h e stainless steel shell
using a low-melting point bismuth alloy. Immediately after specimen
potting, the steel shell was cooled with ice-water to prevent thermal
degeneration of the femoral head. Lag screws were inserted according
to the previously described technique. Specimens were mounted in the
HIPS system and subjected to 20,000 cycles of BRM loading or until
lag-screw cut-out, whichever occurred first. Cut-out was determined
at the onset of electrical contact between the lag screw and the steel
shell, and was continuously monitored by the material test system.
Average migration histories
a,,k)
were computed to allow
for direct comparison to migration patterns observed in surrogate
bone specimens.

Time [s]
Fig. 2. Loading protocol for biaxial rocking motion simulation,
accounting for hip flexionaxtension, abadduction, and a doublepeak load history.

friction interface toward the steel shell and toward the 23" inclined
block. The meniscus traced a path on the femoral head consistent with
the path of resultant force vectors during level walking (Fig. 2). Concurrent flexion-extension and abduction-adduction motion were
superimposed by sinusoidal rotation of a 23" inclined block affixed
to the actuator. This 23" incline accounted for a 18" resultant joint load
vector, plus 5" of valgus of the femoral shaft axis. Exaggerated walking
kinematics of the left limb was simulated by k75" rotation of the actuator, which resulted in 45" arc of flexionaxtension and 17" arc of a b
adduction. Due to the meniscus bearing, the orientation of the load
vector remained radial to the surface of the steel shell at any time.
Increasing migration of the lag screw was accompanied by an increasing rotational moment M,,, = F*d, of the femoral head around the lag
screw (Fig. lc).
Data collection
Spatial migration of the femoral headlneck surrogate relative to the
lag screw was continuously recorded with an electromagnetic motion
tracking system (PcBird, Ascension Tech., Burlington, VT) at a sample
frequency of 100 Hz. Two motion sensors were rigidly affixed to the
steel shell, using 60 mm long Plexiglas extensions. From these threedimensional migration data, femoral head migration was analyzed in
terms of varus collapse (a,,,,,)
and rotation around the femoral neck
axis (c(,k).
Migration was expressed as a function of the applied gait
cycles. To suppress ferromagnetic interference of the electromagnetic
motion tracking signal, all metallic components of the HIPS setup were
manufactured from non-magnetic stainless steel. Furthermore, to maximize the distance of ferromagnetic components of the loading frame, a
custom built non-ferrous actuator extension and T-slot table as well as
a granite base were implemented.

Results
For surrogate specimens subjected to BRM loading,
the HIPS system induced highly reproducible lag screw
migration histories, which were comprised of comparaand rotation aneck
ble amounts of varus collapse C~,I~,
around the femoral neck axis. After 10 cycles, a varus
collapse of avarus= 0.8 f 0.5" and a neck rotation of
t&eck = 0.4 f 0.3" were apparent (Fig. 3). For increasing
load cycles, both CI,,,,and c&& consistently progressed.
After 20,000 cycles, neck rotation increased to
=
7.2 f 2.8", and was of slightly greater magnitude than
varus collapse (cI,,,,,
= 5.4 f 2.9"). Neck rotation consistently occurred in backward direction.
L
Uniaxial loading without simulating flexion-extension and ab-adduction yielded a significantly different
migration mechanism and magnitude as compared to
BRM loading (Fig. 3). Under uniaxial loads, varus collapse consistently progressed for increasing load cycles.
After 20,000 cycles, avaruswas 1.4 f 1.1",which is almost
four times lower than the varus collapse observed under
BRM loading. The difference in CI,,,, between uniaxial
and BRM loading reached statistical significance after
10,000 loading cycles. Neck rotation was virtually
absent under uniaxial loading. Even after 20,000 cycles,
neck rotation remained on average below 0.2". The
Uniaxial vs. BRM Loading

Migration testing
Five surrogate specimens were loaded to 20,000 cycles under multiplanar loading using the HIPS system. Five additional specimens
were tested in the identical setup with only the axial load applied.
No rotary actuation to simulate flexion-extension and abadduction
was used. Differences in lag screw migration a.,,,
and aneFkafter 10,
100, 1,000, 10,000, and 20,000 cycles were statistically analyzed with
two-tailed Students t-tests at a significance level of a = 0.05.
Model correlation
For correlation of BRM-induced lag screw migration in surrogate
specimens to that in native bone, six non-embalmed human cadaveric
femur specimens were tested in the HIPS system. Prior to testing, dualenergy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) T-score measurements were
performed to quantify the bone mineral density of the proximal femur.
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Fig. 3. Migration kinematics in surrogate specimens under uniaxial
and rotation ct,,sk
versus BRM loading depicting varus collapse c,t
of the femoral headneck specimen around the lag screw axis.
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difference in ane& between uniaxial and BRM loading
reached statistical significant after 100 cycles.
The six cadaveric specimens had T-scores of -2.6 2
1.3, range -0.9 to -3.9. Three specimens exhibited
cut-out after 120, 4000, and 19,000 cycles. The average
T-score of these specimens was -3.0, which corresponds
to severe osteoporosis [l]. At cut-out, migration in these
= 16.3 +_ 1.7" (Fig.
three specimens progressed to a,,
4) and a,eck = 12.2 f 6.9" (Fig. 5). Varus collapse consistently progressed with an increase in loading cycles. Initially, varus collapse increased in a quasi-linear fashion.
Prior to cut-out, a highly accelerated varus collapse was
present. Cut-out of the femoral head consistently occurred at an antero-superior site.
The remaining three specimens exhibited migration of
avarus= 0.9 f 0.6" and
= 2.7 f 4.9" after 20,000
loading cycles, but did not cut-out. The average T-score
of these specimens was -2.2, which corresponds to
mildly osteoporotic bone. During the initial cut-out
phase, the direction of neck rotation was inconsistent.
With increasing varus collapse, five out of six cadaveric
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Fig. 4. Comparison between varus collapse (avarus)observed in
surrogate and cadaveric specimens. 'T' represents T-scores of individual cadaveric specimens.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between specimen rotation (cineCk) observed in
surrogate and cadaveric specimens. 'T' represents T-scores of individual cadaveric specimens.

specimens progressed toward backward neck rotation
up to 18.7", while one specimen rotated forward up to
2.4".
Migration data in cadaveric specimens were consistent with migration in surrogate specimens, but exhibited large standard deviations. Migration in surrogate
specimens remained well within the deviation of the
migration observed in cadaveric specimens.
Discussion
Lag screw cut-out continues to plague the treatment
of pertrochanteric hip fractures [7-9,14,15,39,40,43].
Numerous clinical and biomechanical studies have
attempted to evaluate the mechanism of lag screw
cut-out and to compare the likelihood of cut-out using
different implant designs. In most cases, these studies
failed to show a difference in the performance of the
lag screw designs.
Clinically, lag screw cut-out is evaluated on twodimensional radiographs, which show varus collapse of
the femoral head and superior cut-out of the lag screw.
Early biomechanical studies were designed to reproduce
this varus deformity by applying a static load t? the femoral head, [11,14-16,21,32,42] inducing superior cut-out
of the lag screw. More recent studies loaded the proximal femur with uni-directional dynamic load cycles
[I 7,21-23,40,41]. Dynamic cycles of increasing load
magnitude were applied, which also resulted in superior
cut-out of the lag screw. Although these dynamic models represent an advance in the complexity of the loading
regimen, they continue to rely on uni-directional loading
vectors and therefore do not simulate normal gait.
A more recent study applied a uni-directional, dynamic load to the femoral head, but placed the lag screw
in an eccentric location. The eccentric location of the lag
screw induced rotation in the femoral head and, for the
first time, allowed the resistance to rotation for a given
construct to be measured. They found that cut-out failure occurred by both femoral head collapse into varus
and rotation of the head around the shaft of the screw
~401.
Different from previous studies, our model was specifically designed to simulate normal loading vectors
experienced by the proximal femur during ambulation
and to measure the resultant lag screw migration. No
assumptions about direction of cut-out were made,
allowing us to better determine the true failure mechanism. We chose BRM to simulate the multidirectional
dynamic forces experienced by the hip during normal
walking in our model. BRM is a well-validated protocol
for producing hip motion using a dynamic, double peak
loading regimen with a varying point of application of
the loading vector [Z]. The loading vector produced
using BRM is similar to that seen in the normal gait
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cycle. During each gait cycle simulation, the load vector
translates symmetrically in antero-posterior direction by
It13 mm relative to the femoral head apex. The magnitude of the applied load also varies during each gait
cycle, with the maximum loads occurring near maximum flexion at heel strike and near maximum extension
at toe-off. This method has been used extensively in hip
wear simulators, but has never been used to model loading for hip fracture implant testing.
Our results show that a significant difference exists
between the failure mechanism when multiplanar dynamic loading vectors are used relative to uniaxial loads.
The BRM loading model resulted in cut-out that occurred with a combined mechanism of both varus collapse and neck rotation. The uniaxial loading model
resulted in failure occurring predominately in varus collapse. The amount of varus collapse was much greater in
the BRM model relative to the uniaxial model.
Although the difference in varus collapse between the
BRM and uniaxial models did not reach statistical significance until 10,000 cycles, one shouid note that the
BRM model showed statistically greater neck rotation
after 100 cycles. In both the surrogate specimens and
the cadaveric specimens, the initial motion was rotation
about the lag screw, followed by varus collapse.
The cyclic multiplanar loading experienced by the
construct under BRM loading causes the femoral head
to rotate. The double-peak loading regimen places the
greatest force at or near the greatest anterior and posterior translation of the loading vector. This eccentric load
places a rotational moment on the femoral headheck
construct and presumably induces the initial rotational
motion seen in our specimens. As collapse begins and
the lag screw begins to cut through the femoral head,
the center of the head moves into an even more eccentric
position, resulting in a greater rotational moment. This
finding is similar to the findings of Sommers et al., who
applied an uniaxial dynamic load to an eccentrically
placed lag screw and also noted failure in combined
rotation and varus collapse [40]. It is interesting that
the BRM model causes the femoral head to fall into a
greater amount of varus than the uniaxial model at cycles greater than 10,000. Presumably, as the femoral
head is loaded using the BRM model, the eccentric loading vectors allow the femoral head to migrate into varus
at a greater rate.
The surrogate specimen results matched the general
trends seen in the cadaveric specimens, albeit with a
much smaller variance. The similarity of migration kinematics between the surrogate specimens and cadaveric
specimens validates the use of surrogate bone in the
evaluation of cut-out using the BRM model. The much
lower variability seen in the surrogate bone provides an
essential advantage to the HIPS system by removing one
of the variables that confounds the ability to evaluate
the resistance to cut-out, namely the quality of the bone.
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We placed the lag screws in near perfect orientation,
with a tip-apex distance of 20 mm to 32 mm, depending
on whether the steel shell is considered part of the articular layer, or part of the femoral head, respectively. Previous clinical studies suggest that lag screws placed with
a tip-apex distance of less than 25 mm should rarely fail
by cut-out [4,5]. It is reassuring that we showed no cutout in our surrogate specimens and only observed cutout in severely osteoporotic specimens in our cadaveric
arm of the study. This suggests that our model is not
overly sensitive to lag screw cut-out. However, if the
screw was placed eccentrically in the head, especially
in the anterior or posterior direction, the rotational moment experienced by the headheck fragment would be
much greater and one would expect a greater rate of
migration and cut-out.
Perhaps the most interesting and novel result of our
model is the significant amount of rotation that was
noted. Rotation about the lag screw is not typically considered a fdilure mechanism for pertrochanteric fractures. However, a study by Mills and Horne suggested
that rotations about the femoral neck of 30" can occur
during the insertion of a lag screw and that these rotations may not be detectable on standard radiographs,
indicating that the intra-operative ability to detect $etation is poor [33]. The rotation seen in our specimens was
always less than 30". A study by Lustenberger et al. suggested that 12% of pertrochanteric fractures undergo
rotation as they collapse [27]. Rotation was more common in cases where the lag screw cut out. The HIPS
model simulated a 'worst case' scenario whereby femoral
head rotation was not inhibited by interdigitation at the
fracture site. This absence of bony interdigitation may
clinically manifest in case of comminuted fractures or
during transient separation at the fracture site. As a clinical correlate to our findings, Fig. 6 shows an intertrochanteric hip fracture treated with a lag screw and an
additional anti-rotational screw. On the immediate
post-operative film, both screws are parallel, but anterior in the head. On the six week postoperative film,
the screws are no longer parallel, clearly showing failure
of the construct by both rotation about the lag screw
and varus collapse.
Limitations to the HIPS system must be recognized.
Our neck constraint assumed that the fracture had
undergone maximum collapse, but had not begun
migration of the lag screw. This assumption has precedence in a study by Fried1 and Clausen, which used neck
constraints similar-to those used in the HIPS model to
simulate A 0 3 1-A2 fractures [121. Additionally, we did
not load our specimens to failure, stopping the loading
at 20,000 cycles. Our previous study has clearly shown
that the onset and pathway of migration are a more sensitive tool to determine fixation strength than cut-out.
In conclusion, assuming that pertrochanteric fractures fail in pure varus collapse and modeling this failure
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6 Week Post-Op

Immediate Post-Op

Fig. 6. (a) and (b) Immediate post-operative radiographs of an intertrochanteric hip fracture, treated with a lag screw and anti-rotation screw;
(c) and (d) six week postoperative radiographs depicting varus collapse and rotation around the lag screw, as evident by the non-parallel screws.

with dynamic uni-directional loading may be an oversimplification. A fracture model incorporating multiplanar loading, such as BRM, provides much more
information on the failure of pertrochanteric fracture fixation by incorporating the small, but significant amounts
of rotation that seem to initiate lag screw cut-out. The
use of surrogate bone seems valid and removes the variability associated with the use of cadaveric bone as a
confounding factor. We suggest that models evaluating
implant fixation strength in the future should incorporate clinically realistic multiplanar loading vectors.
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